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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：China Natural Stone And Metal Backsplash 3D Wall Stone Tiles Supplier

Short Description: Incorporating Chinese Natural Stone and Metal Backsplash 3D

Wall Stone Tiles into a feature wall behind a reception desk or in a lounge area

will impress more guests. The combination of natural stone and metal gives a

sense of sophistication and elegance, creating a luxurious ambiance that sets the

tone for the entire area.

Model No.: WPM457

Pattern: 3D cubic

Color: White, Gold

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble, Metal

Product Detail:

Product Description

China Natural Stone and Metal Backsplash 3D Wall Stone Tiles supplier offers a wide range of high-quality,

exquisite marble and gold backsplash tiles. Crafted from natural stone and metal, these tiles ensure durability

and a luxurious aesthetic in any space. With their unique 3D design, these wall tiles add depth and texture to

any room, making them perfect for both residential and commercial projects. The Calacatta gold marble used

for these backsplash tiles comes from the most reputable quarries in Italy, known for producing high-grade

stone. Each tile is meticulously cut and shaped to enhance the natural beauty of the stone for stunning visual

impact. The use of metal in some designs adds a modern and industrial feel, creating a modern take on
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classic stone brick. These golden metal chips with white mosaic tile sheets will bring a more impressive

function to the whole wall decoration.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: China Natural Stone And Metal Backsplash 3D Wall Stone Tiles Supplier

Model No.: WPM457

Pattern: 3D Cubic

Color: White, Gold

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble, Metal

Thickness: 10 mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM457

Color: White And Gold

Material Name: Calacatta Gold Marble, Golden Metal

Model No.: WPM001

Color: Green

Material Name: China Panda Green Marble

Model No.: WPM085

Color: Black

Material Name: Black Marquina Marble

Model No.: WPM396

Color: Grey and White

Marble Name: Carrara White Marble, Thassos White Marble



Product Application

Enhance the beauty of your kitchen with Chinese Natural Stone and Metal Backsplash 3D Wall Stone Tiles. Install them as

a decorative backsplash above stove or sink to create a focal point and enhance the overall design of your kitchen. The

3D effect of the tiles adds depth and visual interest to the space, transforming a mundane kitchen into a stylish and

elegant cooking and entertaining area. Incorporating Chinese Natural Stone and Metal Backsplash 3D Wall Stone Tiles

into a feature wall behind a reception desk or in a lounge area in the hotel lobby will impress more guests. The

combination of natural stone and metal gives a sense of sophistication and elegance, creating a luxurious ambiance that

sets the tone for the entire hotel.

China Natural Stone and Metal Backsplash 3D Wall Stone Tiles Supplier offers a wide range of high-quality tiles that

combine the natural beauty of white stone with the modern touch of metal. With their unique 3D design, these white

mosaic wall tiles add depth and visual interest to any space. Whether it is a residential kitchen, hotel lobby, or any other

area such as a restaurant dining area or office reception area, these impressive mosaic cube tiles bring elegance and a

touch of luxury to any project. With their durability and fine workmanship, these stone mosaic pieces are the perfect

choice for anyone looking to create stunning and stylish interiors.

FAQ

Q: Is the actual product the same as the product photo?

A: The real product may differ from the product photos because it is a kind of natural marble, there are no two absolute

same pieces of the mosaic tiles, even the tiles as well, please be noted this.

Q: What is your minimum quantity of these Natural Stone And Metal Backsplash 3D Wall Stone Tiles?

A: The minimum quantity of this product is 100 square meters (1000 square feet)

Q: How do you deliver the Natural Stone And Metal Backsplash 3D Wall Stone Tiles products to me?

A: We mainly ship our stone mosaic products by sea shipping, if you are urgent to get the goods, we can arrange it by air

as well.



Q: Can Natural Stone And Metal Backsplash 3D Wall Stone Tiles be installed on drywall?

A: Do not directly install the mosaic tile on drywall, it is recommended to coat thin-set mortar which has a polymer

additive. Thus the stone will be installed on the wall stronger.


